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Commercial Projects Inspiration




How Boutique Hotels Can Create Memorable Spaces through Interior Design
Primera2023-05-01T09:50:57-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration|

With a goal of distinguishing themselves from “cookie-cutter” national chains, boutique hotels are characterized by their small size (typically fewer than 100 rooms), personalized service, and unique sense of style, which is often based on a distinct theme. The hotel’s interior design choices play a key role in creating this
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How Primera Supports Home Builders and Designers
Primera2023-01-13T07:23:30-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration|

As a home builder or interior designer, your goal is to create beautiful living spaces that your clients will enjoy for years to come. However, the process of choosing key interior products such as kitchen and bathroom cabinets, countertops, and flooring can feel overwhelming and may even cause delays in
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5 Key Interior Design Trends for Offices in 2022
Primera2022-06-08T06:29:07-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration|

After working from home for the past two years, many employees are gradually starting to return to the office. Regardless of divided feelings about this transition, it has emerged as one of the driving forces behind this year’s office interior design trends, as companies in numerous industries strive to make


Read More







Primera Opens New Design Center in Colorado Springs
Primera2022-03-16T10:35:48-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration|

 Press Release: COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. – Primera, a leading provider of residential and commercial interior products with locations across Arizona, California, Colorado and Nevada, is pleased to announce the opening of its new design center in Colorado Springs. The center features an extensive range of cabinetry, countertops, flooring and


Read More







Modern Multi-family Homes: Innovative Design Tips for Builders
Brenda.Anderson2021-08-24T16:15:19-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration|

Photo by AXIS Productions - Discover exterior home design ideas Designing interior living spaces has changed significantly because of the COVID-19 pandemic, and multi-family dwellings are no exception. Typically, multi-family homes are duplexes or small apartment complexes with four units or fewer—so, different from a single-family home but not quite


Read More







Hospitality Design: Reimagining Common Spaces in a Post-Pandemic World
Brenda.Anderson2021-07-28T14:08:50-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration|

The impact of a global pandemic has forever changed the world of interior design. This is especially true in the hospitality sector, where hoteliers are thinking of innovative ways to welcome back guests and ensure a safe, relaxing, and enjoyable stay. Along with individual guest rooms, common areas such as hotel


Read More







Commercial Countertop Inspiration
Brenda.Anderson2021-02-21T21:30:35-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration|

When it comes to commercial countertops, durability is key. Commercial surfaces, after all, naturally experience a great deal of wear and tear over time. However, choosing a durable countertop surface doesn’t mean you need to sacrifice style. It’s just as important to pick a countertop that highlights the establishment’s unique


Read More







Commercial Kitchens: What Types of Tile Are Best?
Brenda.Anderson2021-01-28T12:21:55-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration|

From constant cleaning to high temperatures, the flooring in a kitchen goes through a . What’s more if it’s a commercial kitchen in a restaurant, hotel, or casino? These kitchens are high-traffic areas, so it’s crucial to design them with the right type of flooring.  Commercial kitchen flooring must be


Read More







How COVID-19 Could Impact Hospitality Design
Brenda.Anderson2021-01-25T09:15:15-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Design Trends|

What will a post-pandemic world look like? It’s impossible to know for sure, but one thing is certain: the world of hospitality design will be quite different. The ongoing pandemic, after all, has required the hospitality industry to meet new design needs. These adaptations have been fueled by many factors,


Read More







Primera’s Arizona Cardinals Headquarters Commercial Flooring Project
Brenda.Anderson2021-01-25T09:16:05-07:00Arizona, Commercial Projects Inspiration, Uncategorized|

Primera Demonstrates Uncommon Commercial Flooring Expertise with Arizona Cardinals Training Facility Installation The Arizona Cardinals Training Facility, located in Tempe, AZ, was originally built in 1990 and not only houses the team’s corporate offices, clubhouse and training complex, but is essentially a ‘home away from home’ for both players and


Read More







Restaurant Designs of 2020
Brenda.Anderson2021-01-25T09:16:49-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Design Trends|

It goes without saying that 2020 has been an eventful year for the food industry. From outdoor seating to contactless pickup, the COVID-19 pandemic has forced restaurants to modify their business models. In doing so, restaurant interiors have significantly changed to accommodate our “new normal.” As a commercial contractor, it’s


Read More







Primera’s Sloan Park Commercial Flooring and Wall Tile Project
Brenda.Anderson2021-01-25T09:17:03-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Uncategorized|

Primera Knocks One Out of the Park with Cubs Training Camp Tile Installation Mesa, Arizona’s Sloan Park, completed in 2014, is currently Major League Baseball’s largest spring training stadium, by capacity. Operated by the Chicago Cubs and home to the Arizona League Cubs and the Mesa Solar Sox, the stadium


Read More







Primera’s Chicago Cubs Park Commercial Flooring and Wall Tile Project
Brenda.Anderson2021-01-25T09:17:31-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Uncategorized|

The Chicago Cubs Park, located in Mesa, Arizona, completed in 2014, is currently Major League Baseball’s largest spring training stadium, by capacity. Operated by the Chicago Cubs and home to the Arizona League Cubs and the Mesa Solar Sox, the stadium officially seats 15,000. Located on W. Rio Salado Parkway


Read More







SUCCESSFUL CONCLUSION OF EXTENSIVE FLOORING PROJECT AT THE ARIZONA CARDINALS TRAINING FACILITY
Brenda.Anderson2021-01-25T09:25:47-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Uncategorized|

As reported back in April 2014, Primera was awarded the contract for this substantial remodelling project, located in Tempe, at the beginning of the year. The work was part of the widescale remodelling and upgrading of the training facility and corporate offices housed at the site. Noteably, this includes a new state of the


Read More







Taupes, Creams, and Sands: Colors Making a Comeback
Brenda.Anderson2021-01-25T09:29:23-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Design Trends|

Perhaps gray has had its day, or shades of white feel a bit too cold.  Maybe it’s because a new season is upon us or it’s simply time for a change.  Whatever the reason, our designers are seeing a move toward more earthy colors and away from cooler tones. We


Read More







How Healthcare Facility Design Will Change as a Result of COVID-19
Brenda.Anderson2021-05-10T22:39:39-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Design Trends|

In the wake of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, the world of commercial design has significantly shifted. Establishments like hotels, restaurants, and offices have had to develop new design approaches based on protecting public health. However, no facility will experience as much change as hospitals and health systems.  So, as doctors,


Read More







Meditation Rooms
Brenda.Anderson2020-08-28T15:16:32-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration|

According to statistics, since 2012, the number of people in the U.S. practicing meditation has tripled. As life becomes more demanding, especially under our current circumstances, people are turning toward meditation as a way to manage stress levels and keep their sanity during these trying times. If you’re one of


Read More







Housing Trends: Newly Built Homes With 4 or More Bedrooms Trending Lower
Brenda.Anderson2020-05-28T06:47:12-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration|

The homebuyers have spoken—and they want smaller homes. Since 2015, houses have been getting smaller, according to the most recent data from the U.S. Census Bureau’s Survey of Construction (SOC) and this may be an industry norm for years to come. Let’s look at the numbers: The average size of


Read More







Sealing Grout: Is It Necessary?
Brenda.Anderson2020-08-18T15:16:52-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Flooring|

That’s why we’d like to address one of the most frequently asked questions by home builders: Is sealing grout necessary? Let’s discuss the basics of grout sealer, along with how Primera can help. What is grout sealer? Grout sealer coats the grout in between tiles. It’s designed to prevent moisture


Read More







What Features Are Most Important to Home Buyers?
Brenda.Anderson2020-09-01T12:35:38-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Flooring, Interior Design Inspiration|

As a home builder, it’s essential to know what home buyers want. There are some aspects, after all, that transcend beyond fleeting design trends and personal needs. This is true even between families and single people, who usually have different lifestyles. Despite the obvious differences, there are certain characteristics that


Read More







7 Home Builder Trends to Watch for in 2020
Brenda.Anderson2020-08-18T15:37:09-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Home Builder, Interior Design Inspiration|

What are new home buyers hoping to see in 2020? Some trends come as no surprise, like the desire for an open-concept floor plan, but other less-anticipated “must-haves” are quickly making a name for themselves. The following is a list of our favorites and the ones we expect smart home


Read More







Builders: Here’s What Millennial Home Buyers Are Looking For
Brenda.Anderson2020-06-22T14:12:14-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Home Builder, Interior Design Inspiration|

Millennials continue to dominate the real estate market, accounting for 37% of all recent home buyers. Because this trend is expected to continue, smart builders are keeping a close eye on what Generation Y is looking for in the perfect house. First and foremost, millennials love their space—and they’re willing


Read More







Top Trends in Commercial Flooring
Brenda.Anderson2020-06-22T14:12:14-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration, Interior Design Inspiration|

From medical offices and hotel suites to entertainment venues and modern corporate workspaces, commercial flooring is no longer the drab and easily forgotten surface it once was.  Product innovation and improvements in installation technology mean commercial business owners have more options than ever before, with the freedom to choose flooring


Read More







Builders: 3 Reasons to Use an Outsourced Professional Design Center
Brenda.Anderson2020-09-03T07:59:50-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration|

Building a new home is a very personal experience for home buyers. After narrowing down where they want to live, the next step is working with a builder to bring their dream home to life. There is competition among homebuilders to provide home buyers with an exceptional design and building


Read More







One-Coat Stucco Installation: Quick Tips for Success
Brenda.Anderson2020-09-01T11:31:57-07:00Commercial Projects Inspiration|

Photo by CW Architecture, Inc. - More exterior home ideas Southwest home builders are no strangers to stucco. In fact, stucco is the most common exterior material featured in Arizona homes, and with good reason. The desert climate, with its scorching summers and rainy monsoon season, demands a material that


Read More
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Inspiration from Around the World: Interior Design Styles to Watch
Primera2024-02-01T01:35:16-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

  In the dynamic world of interior design, inspiration knows no boundaries. From the minimalist elegance of Scandinavian design to the vibrant textures of Moroccan interiors, global design movements are shaping today's homes in exciting ways. At Primera, we are a leader in providing high-quality interior finishes including cabinetry,


Read More







Minimalism vs. Maximalism: Which Suits Your Style?
Primera2023-12-18T09:05:51-07:00Home Builder, Interior Design Inspiration|

 Introduction In the dynamic world of interior design, two contrasting philosophies stand out: minimalism and maximalism. Both have fervent admirers and offer distinct ways of expressing personal style through living spaces. For clients walking into an interior design showroom, the choice between the serene simplicity of minimalism and the


Read More







Pros and Cons of Popular Countertop Materials
Primera2023-04-10T06:24:13-07:00Home Builder, Interior Design Inspiration|

As one of the largest and most heavily used surfaces in your home, kitchen and bathroom countertops must combine style and durability. Therefore, it’s crucial to choose the best material to suit your needs—but with so many different options available, the process of picking out countertops can feel daunting. At


Read More







Top Kitchen Design Trends of 2023
Primera2023-02-21T06:52:09-07:00Home Builder, Interior Design Inspiration|

 At the beginning of a new year, interior designers, contractors, and other home design experts are busy predicting the trends that homeowners will favor in the coming months. As the functional and stylistic centerpiece of the home, the kitchen is always one of the key areas of focus. Here


Read More







How to Choose the Right Color for Kitchen Cabinets
Primera2023-01-18T04:52:50-07:00Home Builder, Interior Design Inspiration|

As a space for gathering, creating, and going about day-to-day necessities, the kitchen is arguably the most important room in your home. Therefore, whether you’re building a brand-new kitchen or undertaking a major renovation, it’s important to carefully choose each fixture, finish, and appliance. Among the key components of any


Read More







The Latest Trends in Restaurant Interior Design
Primera2023-01-18T04:53:40-07:00Home Builder, Interior Design Inspiration|

 As with all other businesses in the hospitality industry, the past few years have been tumultuous for restaurants. From expanding takeout and delivery options to implementing outdoor and socially distanced dining, the pandemic ushered in a wave of new practices to which restaurants had to adapt. Even as in-restaurant


Read More







8 Trending Interior Remodeling Projects for Multi-Family Homes
Primera2023-01-18T04:43:13-07:00Home Builder, Interior Design Inspiration|

 A third of households in the United States are currently multi-family households, which makes this a great investment. Unfortunately, this has far more moving parts and things to figure out than the average housing investment. If you're ready to upgrade your income and create a property that will bring


Read More







FAQs About Countertops
Primera2022-09-01T11:41:30-07:00Home Builder, Interior Design Inspiration|

Whether used in the kitchen, bathroom, or anywhere else in your home, countertops play a key role in the overall style of a room. In addition, countertops may be subjected to a great deal of wear and tear over time, so it’s important to choose a product that will not


Read More







Window Treatment Options that Serve as Alternatives to Blinds
Primera2022-08-04T11:22:20-07:00Home Builder, Interior Design Inspiration|

 For the past several decades, horizontal or vertical blinds have been the most common choice for covering windows in homes across the U.S. It’s easy to understand why blinds are so popular: they offer a convenient way to control how much natural light comes into a room, they can


Read More







How to Find the Right Flooring for Your Home
Primera2022-06-22T11:31:28-07:00Home Builder, Interior Design Inspiration|

At Primera, we offer a wide variety of flooring options fit to your needs, and will work with you to determine what factors to consider for any projects you might have. Flooring is one of the most important aspects of styling a space, and whether for a kitchen, office or


Read More







Kid-Friendly Playroom Floors: Fresh Ideas for Parents
Brenda.Anderson2021-06-22T15:38:57-07:00Home Builder, Interior Design Inspiration|

Photo by SoBo Homes, Inc. - More kids' room ideas If all those months of quarantine taught us anything, it's that families need space. Space to work, space to work out, space to gather, space to relax, and—especially for the youngest members of the family—space to grow and play. Designated


Read More







6 Summer Home Improvement Projects You Can Do in a Weekend
Brenda.Anderson2021-05-22T09:39:13-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

Summer is the perfect time to tackle home improvement projects. The days are longer, the temps are warmer, and inspiration is in the air. The best part? It’s possible to refresh your home without spending a lot of time and money. In fact, some of the most impactful projects are


Read More







Springtime Sunrooms Reimagined
Brenda.Anderson2021-04-26T12:50:11-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

It’s that time of year again when trees and flowers are in full bloom and you want to spend more time outdoors. If you’ve been focusing on remodeling your interior rooms over the past year, it’s time to take that design itch outside. Rejuvenate your sunroom. Revamp your porch. Perk


Read More







5 Ways the COVID-19 Pandemic Will Change the Future of Home Design
Brenda.Anderson2021-05-12T06:39:24-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

In 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic transformed the home into a multi-purpose space. For many folks, their home became an office, classroom, gym, restaurant, and vacation spot—just to name a few. In turn, homeowners are using their personal space in new ways, ultimately changing the landscape of home design as we


Read More







8 Design Ideas for Your Home Gym
Brenda.Anderson2021-05-12T06:59:48-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

If home workouts are part of your weekly routine, you’re not alone. During the COVID-19 pandemic, many people were forced to exercise in spaces like their basement, living room, or backyard—just to name a few. Yet, even with the end of the pandemic (hopefully) in sight, you might still feel


Read More







Kitchen Nooks and Cooks: Functional, Family-Friendly Designs
Brenda.Anderson2021-05-18T07:49:02-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

The most wonderful homes are the ones that make optimal use of space while reflecting the homeowner's personal taste and style. Over the years, as we’ve offered guidance for home renovation projects, and provided design inspiration for functional, aesthetically appealing spaces, the more we’ve observed a common thread: Many homes


Read More







Living Rooms: Inspirational Transformations
Brenda.Anderson2021-05-12T06:55:16-07:00Design Trends, Interior Design Inspiration|

We’re nearly a year into “Quarantine Life”, which for many people, means spending a lot more time in our living rooms. And, if you’re like us, after spending a lot of time in any particular room, you eventually get the urge to update, remodel, and refresh that space. Whether you’d


Read More







Mirrors: An Unexpected Way to Transform a Space
Brenda.Anderson2021-05-12T06:57:00-07:00Design Trends, Interior Design Inspiration|

Mirrors, like framed artwork, can add interest to any space. And when you incorporate them into your décor in unexpected ways, they can expand the room, add light, and reflect your unique style. We mean that in every sense of the word, of course.  For design inspiration, here are some


Read More







Big Announcement: The Color of 2021 Is…
Brenda.Anderson2021-05-12T06:50:15-07:00Design Trends, Interior Design Inspiration|

Beginning in 2000, the Pantone Color Institute – the authority on color standards – announced a new Color of the Year. Each year, a single color named by Pantone, provides design inspiration for both interior décor and exterior home colors, as well as setting new fashion trends.  Perhaps you updated


Read More







On Trend Doors & Decorations
Brenda.Anderson2021-05-12T06:37:39-07:00Design Trends, Interior Design Inspiration|

The front door is your home’s first impression. Adding holiday decorations can certainly make a plain entryway more inviting, but the door should also stand alone. What does your door say about your home during the holidays and, most importantly, every other day of the year?  Our design experts created


Read More







7 Ideas for a Relaxing Hideaway in Your Home
Brenda.Anderson2021-05-12T07:06:59-07:00Design Trends, Interior Design Inspiration|

Getting away is something that we all talk about. But there are costs involved that can make getting away a non-starter. So, it becomes of the utmost importance to create a sanctuary in the home, a getaway without getting away. Here are a few helpful ideas that will create a


Read More







Fall Gatherings: Create a Welcoming Dining Room for Any Style
Brenda.Anderson2021-05-12T06:46:52-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

It’s hard to believe after this crazy year that the Fall season is once again upon us. That means family gatherings are also imminent with the quickly approaching holidays. So, why not update an outdated dining room before the fun begins? If the last time you gave your dining room


Read More







Best Kitchen Countertops: What Home Builders Suggest
Brenda.Anderson2020-10-02T19:46:57-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

When it comes to designing your home kitchen, the countertops may very well be the most important part. Here’s why: Countertops take up a large portion of the space. They’re a highly visible feature, which means they can make or break the overall kitchen look. What’s more, countertops influence the


Read More







6 Hotel Building Design Trends of 2020
Brenda.Anderson2020-08-28T15:16:03-07:00Interior Design Inspiration|

After several months of sheltering-in-place, travelers around the country are eager to hit the road. With that said, they’re bound to have high expectations as they explore new cities and towns. However, by incorporating these 2020 hotel design trends, your next commercial project will be sure to impress each guest.


Read More







August 2020 Design Trends: Ideas for Home Improvement Projects
Brenda.Anderson2020-08-24T07:15:19-07:00Design Trends, Interior Design Inspiration|

As we enter yet another month of quarantine, you might be looking for new ways to pass the time. Maybe you had to postpone a vacation or big event. Or, perhaps you rearranged furniture several times, only to find that it feels exactly the same. Sound familiar? Consider starting a


Read More
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